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ABSTRACT
Predicate detection is a critical aspect in debugging and
monitoring of distributed systems. Runtime monitoring of
distributed systems should satisfy two main requirements:
wait-free execution and efficient computation. Monitoring
is wait-free if it is non-intrusive (application being moni-
tored is not stopped due to monitoring) and is efficient if
the monitoring overhead is small. We define a monitor to
be ε-sensitive if it is guaranteed to detect all predicates that
are true for at least an ε time interval in true physical time.
We focus on using hybrid logical clocks (HLCs) to perform
wait-free and efficient predicate detection. HLC uses only
constant space, has no false positives, and is 2ε-sensitive
where ε is the synchronization error bound. We focus on de-
veloping efficient algorithms for detecting weak conjunctive
predicates (WCPs) with the help of HLC and then extend
them to detect arithmetic predicates such as those necessary
for expressing resource usage, network density, and so on.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Monitoring a distributed program at runtime to detect

whether it satisfies/violates a specific property is an im-
portant primitive for building highly scalable, highly avail-
able, and highly auditable large-scale web services. Prac-
tical best effort monitoring applications have been devel-
oped by Facebook, Twitter and Google to monitor their
own services [3, 15, 16]. Formal monitoring systems with
provable performance guarantees have been studied by the
distributed systems community under the “distributed pred-
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icate detection problem” title for many decades [1, 7, 8].
Detecting a global predicate in a distributed system is

challenging because without perfect synchronization, there
are many possible sequences of global states. This is es-
pecially challenging if the global predicate is only satisfied
for a very small interval of true physical time. Intuitively,
global predicates that are true for longer intervals of true
physical time should be easier to detect. We define a mon-
itor to be ε-sensitive if it is guaranteed to detect any global
predicate that is true for at least an ε interval of true physi-
cal time. We argue that ε-sensitivity makes sense given the
widespread adoption of synchronization protocols such as
NTP [13] that ensure each local process clock is within ε of
the true physical time.

Our goal is to provide non-intrusive and efficient ε-sensitive
runtime monitoring of distributed systems. A non-intrusive
mechanism should provide wait-free execution which means
that the act of monitoring never blocks a distributed pro-
gram. An efficient mechanism should monitor predicate
satisfaction using both small timestamps and minimal re-
sources. Developing runtime monitoring mechanisms that
are both non-intrusive and efficient is very difficult.

1.2 Related Work
Most existing work on distributed system monitoring has

focused on asynchronous systems that use vector clocks (VCs)
[6, 12, 14]. Asynchronous monitors are appealing because
they can be non-intrusive; in particular, they make minimal
assumptions about the underlying system and network. Un-
fortunately, asynchronous monitors have two sources of in-
efficiency that limit their scalability and impede their adop-
tion in real systems. First, general predicate detection with
asynchronous monitors is NP-complete [2], although poly-
nomial time algorithms exists for special cases of predicate
detection such as linear predicates and conjunctive predi-
cates [2, 9]. Second, asynchronous monitors require Θ(n)
space VC timestamps to track all causalities in the system
where n is the number of processes. Thus, each message
has linear size in the system which limits scalability of asyn-
chronous monitors.

One way to avoid the overhead of VCs is to use physical
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time which has O(1) size timestamps. For example, Span-
ner [4] uses TrueTime that is based on highly synchronized
physical clocks. However, it requires delaying certain events
to ensure that the timestamp of event f that causally de-
pends on event e is higher than that of event e. In other
words, the pure physical time model (PT) is not wait-free;
it introduces delays in the programs being monitored.

Between these two extremes lie the recently introduced hy-
brid time models that incorporate elements of both logical
and physical time models [10,17]. Specifically, Hybrid logical
clocks (HLCs) and Hybrid vector clocks (HVCs) generalize
logical clocks (LC) and vector clocks (VC), respectively, by
introducing a physical time synchronization bound ε where
we assume that the loosely-synchronized clock protocols like
NTP allow us to assume that HLC/HVC timestamps are
within some interval ε of actual physical time. HLC gen-
eralizes LC and, similar to LC, captures one-way causality
and has O(1) size timestamps. HVC generalizes VC and,
similar to VC, captures two-way causality. While the worst
case size of HVC timestamps is O(n), in many systems, a
smaller clock size suffices. Similar to LC, HLC-based de-
tection may suffer from false negatives in that it may fail
to detect instances where the global predicate is satisfied
whereas HVC-based detection may suffer from false positives
in that it may report instances where the global predicate
is not true [18]. However, a simple observation is that if the
synchronization error is ε, then HLC is 2ε-sensitive; that is,
HLC is guaranteed to detect any predicate that is true for
at least a 2ε interval in true physical time.

Since HLC based detection has low overhead (O(1) size
timestamps), we focus on using HLC in predicate detection.
HLCs overcome some of the drawbacks of PTs and VCs.
Unlike PTs, HLC is very resilient to loss/lapse of clock syn-
chronization. Specifically, if the synchronization bound ε in-
creases for some amount of time, the sensitivity of HLC will
potentially decrease until synchronization is reestablished.
In essence, the sensitivity of HLC-based monitoring auto-
matically adjusts to the accuracy of the synchronization.
HLCs also preserve the advantages that PTs have over VCs.
HLCs are more efficient than VCs requiring only O(1) scalar
space as compared to O(n) space and potentially less time
to perform predicate detection. HLCs are always close to
physical clocks which enables them to be used in place of
physical time; for example, HLC can be used to query the
system in relation with physical time.

Although HLC provides the potential to provide efficient
detection, there is no known efficient algorithm for solving
predicate detection with HLC for a wide variety of different
environments (offline/online, different types of predicates
and so on). Our goal is to fill this gap by providing effi-
cient predicate detection algorithms and data structures for
as wide a range of predicates and environments as possible
given HLC.

1.3 Proposed Approach
Our key insight for achieving efficient detection with HLCs

as well as for reducing the false-negative rate of HLCs, is to
employ interval predicates. Each local process can compute
intervals where the predicate is true for that process. This
implies that we can solve the distributed predicate detec-
tion problem by having a monitor collect all intervals from
the local processes and searching these intervals to deter-
mine if there exists an HLC timestamp that is included in
at least one reported interval from every process, and we

can solve other predicate detection problems using similar
interval processing algorithms. All of our algorithms are
2ε-sensitive where ε is the synchronization error bound.

With this key insight, we present a general framework for
efficiently solving a variety of predicate detection problems
with HLC. We begin with detection of WCPs (Weak con-
junctive predicates ). WCP is an important type of predicate
in distributed system since it allows one to express impor-
tant constraints (e.g., lack of a leader) in distributed system.
In addition to WCPs, our framework can also handle arith-
metic predicates that are of the form f(x1, . . . , xn) ≤ C,
where C is a constant, xj is a variable at process j, and f is
an arbitrary arithmetic function. For example, an ISP may
limit total download speed from nodes in the cloud from a
malicious user. We can set f(x1, . . . , xn) to be the sum of
all downloads in each node from a user where xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
represents current download speed of the user.

Our framework can also be extended to model reasonable
assumptions about message delivery and message delays.

1.4 Contributions and Organization of the Pa-
per

Based on our framework, we present several algorithms
for detecting WCPs and arithmetic predicates. These algo-
rithms focus on a system with n processes each of which re-
ports suitable information to a monitor to determine whether
the given predicate is satisfied. For example, for WCP, it re-
ports the intervals where the local predicate is true. Let I
denote the number of intervals reported to the monitor. The
properties of our algorithms are as follows (a summary of
these results is provided in Table 1). In Section 4, we present
a näıve algorithm with worst case complexity O(In) for de-
tection of WCPs with HLC in an offline setting, i.e., where
the intervals are available in advance, and the intervals of
each process are in a sorted list. In Section 5, we present an
improved algorithm that enables online detection (intervals
may be reported in any order). In Section 6, we show that
the online complexity can be further reduced to O(I logn)
provided intervals reported by each process are guaranteed
to arrive at the monitor in FIFO order (arbitrary interleav-
ing among intervals reported by different processes). In Sec-
tion 7, we show how our algorithms can be used to evaluate
arithmetic predicates such as those necessary for expressing
resource usage, network density, etc.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we formally define our system model and

summarize the key properties of hybrid logical clocks (HLC)
[10]. We assume the system consists of a set of n processes
where each process has its own clock that is guaranteed to
be within ε of the ideal global clock using protocols such
as NTP [13]. However, the processes are unaware of the
precise/true global clock at any given time. The processes
communicate via messages. We make no assumptions about
communication between processes. The processes typically
communicate with a monitor, and we typically do not make
any assumptions about message order or delays to the mon-
itor, but we do show how we can improve the efficiency of
our algorithms when we do add message delay or message
order assumptions when communicating with the monitor.
We clearly identify these assumptions in the respective sec-
tions.

HLC combines physical clocks and logical clocks to lever-



Table 1: Summary of Conjunctive Predicate Detection Algorithms with HLC

Section # Algorithm Running Time Assumption
4 Naive O(In) Offline
5 C-point Tree O(I log I) -

6.1 Naive with Minheap O(I logn) Local Ordering Property
6.2 Naive with ∆-Bounded Message Delay O(I log(∆n)) Message Delivery Property

age key benefits of both clocks. Similar to physical clocks,
HLC provides a scalar sized logical timestamp that is close
to the corresponding physical clock. Similar to logical clocks
[11], a message includes the logical timestamp correspond-
ing to its send event, and logical timestamps can be used
to infer causality between different events. An HLC times-
tamp of event a consists of two parts, l.a and c.a, where l.a
represents our best approximation of the global time that
a occurs at. More precisely, l.a tracks the maximum time
event (at any process) that event a was aware of and c.a is a
bounded counter that encodes causality information. In [10],
it has been shown that the theoretical maximum value of c
is O(n). In practice, this value remains very small. We set
counter c.a to be larger than counter c.b to indicate that
event a occurred later than an event b even though l.a = l.b.
For completeness, we include below the details of how these
timestamps are updated when a process either sends/ re-
ceives a message to/from another process or creates a local
event.

Algorithm 1 HLC Algorithm from [10]

Send/Local Event
1: l’.a := l.a
2: l.a := max(l’.a, pt.a) //tracking maximum time event,
pt.a is physical time at a

3: If (l.a = l’.a) then c.a := c.a+ 1 //tracking causality
4: Else c.a := 0
5: Timestamp event with l.a,c.a
Receive Event of message m
6: l’.a := l.a
7: l.a := max(l’.a, l.m, pt.a) //l.m is l value in the times-

tamp of the message received
8: If (l.a = l’.a = l.m) then c.a := max(c.a, c.m) + 1
9: Elseif (l.a = l’.a) then c.a := c.a+ 1

10: Elseif (l.a = l.m) then c.a := c.m+ 1
11: Else c.a := 0
12: Timestamp event with l.a,c.a

A key property of HLC is that it allows us to capture (one-
way) causality between two events. If e happened before
( hb) f (as defined by Lamport [11]), then HLC.e < HLC.f ,
where HLC.e < HLC.e iff (l.e < l.f ∨ ((l.e = l.f) ∧ c.e <
c.f))). This implies that if HLC.e = HLC.f , then e and f
are (causally) concurrent. Based on this implication, we use
HLC to perform predicate detection. We define a predicate
to be ε-true if it is true for at least ε time in true physical
time. We then say that a monitor is ε-sensitive if it can
detect all ε-true predicates. It is easy to verify that our
monitor algorithms are 2ε-sensitive where ε is the synchro-
nization error bound. We explain this in more detail in the
next section.

3. PREDICATE DETECTION FRAMEWORK

Figure 1: Intervals of Process P1 timestamped using HLC

In this section, we present our general framework for per-
forming predicate detection with the help of HLC. We begin
by describing predicate detection for WCPs where our goal
is to detect conjunctive predicates across the n processes,
i.e., the predicate is of the form

∧n
j=1 prj , where prj is the

local predicate at process j. We then describe how we can
extend our framework to detect other forms of predicates.

The fundamental idea underlying our framework is the fol-
lowing. Each process j reports the intervals when predicate
prj is true to the monitor. More specifically, it reports the in-
terval [〈l1, c1〉; 〈l2, c2〉) where 〈l1, c1〉 is the timestamp of the
event when the local predicate first became true and contin-
ued to be true until 〈l2, c2〉 which is the timestamp of the
event when the local predicate became false, i.e. the pred-
icate was true at any timestamp t s.t.〈l1, c1〉 ≤ t < 〈l2, c2〉.
Note that the interval is left-closed and right-open so it in-
cludes the starting timestamp 〈l1, c1〉 but does not include
the ending timestamp 〈l2, c2〉. Thus, if we have an interval
ending at time t and another interval beginning at time t,
the ending event occurs before the begin event in the sorted
list. If multiple endpoints start/end at the same time, their
ordering can be arbitrary.

The monitor collects the reported intervals and processes
the two corresponding change points, the starting times-
tamp and the ending timestamp, to determine if there is a
time t where prj is true for all j. Given that we are working
with HLC, this reduces to finding a timestamp t such that
t is included in some interval reported by every process.

We illustrate reporting and timestamping in Figure 1 where
for simplicity we set the c values to be 0. In this figure, pro-
cess P1 has two intervals during which its local predicate was
true. Process P1 reports the first interval as [〈0, 0〉; 〈3, 0〉),
i.e., the local predicate was first true at logical clock value
〈0, 0〉 (l = 0, c = 0) and became false at 〈3, 0〉 (l = 3, c = 0).
Similarly P1 reports the next interval as [〈4, 0〉; 〈6, 0〉).

A potential issue with reporting local predicates as inter-
vals is when the intervals are long. For example, the predi-
cate might always be true for a process or it might be true
for a very long time. In such cases, the interval does not get
reported till the predicate becomes false which would im-
ply that infinite intervals never get reported. This can also
affect the overall latency of the global predicate detection
task. To overcome this issue, intervals should be split. That
is, we should create an artificial endpoint and report the in-
terval if some threshold is passed before the local predicate
becomes false, and simultaneously remember this artificial
endpoint as starting point for the next interval. With this



Figure 2: Conjunctive Predicate Detection when Local Pred-
icates are true for some duration of time

assumption, intervals are still reported in entirety. Thus if
the predicate is true at time t, the monitor will report it as
a global predicate only after all intervals containing time t
are reported.

We note that it is important that the local processes re-
port the change points as intervals. At first, it might seem
fine if the local process reports only the change points indi-
vidually rather than in pairs as intervals. However, incorrect
conclusions can be drawn if the change points arrive to the
monitor out of order. For example, in Figure 1, suppose the
process reports the four change points individually and they
arrive at the monitor in order 〈0, 0〉, 〈6, 0〉, 〈3, 0〉, 〈4, 0〉. The
monitor will incorrectly assume the predicate holds at this
process for the interval [〈3, 0〉, 〈4, 0〉) after receiving change
point 〈6, 0〉 until it receives change point 〈3, 0〉. The situa-
tion becomes even more complex when considering messages
from multiple processes. Thus, we require that the local pro-
cesses report both change points of an interval as a pair to
the monitor.

We now briefly describe how our framework can be ex-
tended to other predicates. First, it is straightforward to
modify our algorithms to handle the case where one is inter-
ested in a predicate where prj is true only for a subset (of
given size) of processes. A more complex modification is ex-
tending our framework to handling arithmetic predicates of
the form (

∑n
j=1 cj .xj) ≥ C, where xj is an integer variable

of process j, cj and C are constants. Here, the change points
do not naturally come in pairs and thus we must introduce
additional constraints in order to give a correct algorithm.
Finally, we can make our algorithms more efficient if we add
any assumptions such as messages arrive in FIFO order from
a given process or that messages arrive with bounded delay.

4. NAÏVE ALGORITHM
In this section, we present our first, näıve, algorithm for

detecting WCPs. This algorithm works offline, so we assume
that each process reports all of its intervals in sorted order
to the monitor when the process terminates. As noted in the
previous section, the monitor is searching for a timestamp t
that is included in some interval reported by each of the n
processes. Given this is the goal, we can reduce the problem
to finding the maximum overlap among all the intervals. If
this overlap is n, then we know there is a timestamp where
the global predicate is true. Moreover, this algorithm im-
mediately extends to the more general case where we want
to evaluate whether prj is true for some fixed size subset of
processes.

Outline of the algorithm. Our algorithm processes
each change point one at a time in order from smallest times-
tamp to largest timestamp maintaining the current overlap

value which is initialized to 0. Recall that each interval has
two change points, a left endpoint and a right endpoint. If
the current change point is a left endpoint, we add +1 to
the current overlap and check if the overlap is n, in which
case we report that the conjunctive predicate is satisfied. If
the current change point is a right endpoint, we add -1 to
the current overlap. A pseudocode description is shown in
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Näıve Algorithm

1: loop until there are no unprocessed change points
2: t := smallest unprocessed change point timestamp
3: X := set of change points with timestamp t
4: p[t] := 0 // net effect at t, initialized to 0
5: foreach cp ∈ X {p[t] := p[t] + p[cp]}
6: overlap count := overlap count+ p[t]
7: if overlap count = number of processes then
8: Report conjunctive predicate detected
9: end if

10: end loop

Illustration of Algorithm 2. We illustrate this algo-
rithm using the example in Figure 2 where timestamps are
simplified to non-negative integers. Our algorithm first pro-
cesses change point a with timestamp 0 (considering c = 0).
Since a is a left endpoint, overlap count increases from its
initial vale of 0 to 1. Our algorithm then processes change
point b with timestamp 1, and overlap count increases to 2.
Our algorithm then processes change points c and d together
with shared timestamp 2. We compute p[2] = p[c]+p[d] = 0
because p[c] = +1 and p[d] = −1, so overlap count = 2 +
p[2] = 2. Our algorithm then processes change point e with
timestamp 3, and overlap count increases to 3. Since this
satisfies the condition overlap count = number of processes,
a conjunctive predicate is detected and reported.

Correctness and Time Complexity. The correctness
follows immediately when we set w = n from the following
elementary Lemma using simple induction.

Lemma 1. overlap count = w at time t if and only if
number of intervals that include time t = w

Theorem 1. Given a system of n processes and I re-
ported intervals, the running time to find a conjunctive pred-
icate is O(In).

Proof. In each iteration, we identify and process the un-
processed change point or change points with the lowest
timestamp among the n processes. The cost of this oper-
ation is O(n). We continue until all change points are pro-
cessed. The result follows since the number of change points
is 2I, two change points per interval.

Advantages and disadvantages of the algorithm.
The näıve algorithm is reasonably efficient with O(In) worst
case complexity and is very easy to understand. However,
it has two key disadvantages. First, it requires all events
to be available at the beginning. If we try to use this in
an online setting where events of different processes are re-
ported at different speeds, then it may not work correctly.
For example, using the example of Figure 2, if [e, g) is re-
ported after [d, h) so that change point d is processed after
change point g, then the algorithm will fail to detect that



the global predicate is true at time 4. Second, while its worst
case complexity is polynomial, there is a linear dependence
on n, the number of processes. We focus on alleviating these
deficiencies in our next algorithm in Section 5.

5. RUNTIME DETECTION USING C-POINT
TREE

In Section 4, we described a näıve algorithm with com-
plexity O(In) that can be used for offline detection of WCP
where all the intervals are available in advance. In this sec-
tion, we focus on adapting that algorithm so that (1) it can
be used online, where the monitor receives each interval in
a possibly un-sorted manner, and (2) its complexity does
not directly depend on n, the number of processes, though
I typically is larger than n.

Change-point tree (C-point tree). Our key step
is to use an augmented tree from [5] that we call a change
point tree (C-point tree) to keep track of the change points
reported by processes. The C-point tree differs from other
augmented trees like interval or segment trees in that nodes
represent change points rather than intervals. Specifically,
the C-point tree maintains the change points in a balanced
binary tree sorted by HLC timestamp which allows us to
insert or delete change points efficiently. The timestamp of
a node is denoted t[node]. For any C-point tree T with node
x, let T (x) denote the subtree of T rooted at node x. Each
node x is augmented with three additional attributes that al-
lows us to calculate the maximum overlap efficiently. These
values are p[x], which is +1 or −1 depending on whether x is
a left or right endpoint of an interval, v[x] which denotes the
sum of all p values of nodes in T [x], and m[x], the most com-
plex attribute. Let w be any node in T (x); then sumx(w)
is the sum of all p values of nodes in T (x) with timestamps
at most t[w]. Then m[x] = maxw∈T (x) sumx(w). It follows
that, at any time, m[root] gives the maximum overlap that
occurs at any timestamp for the intervals and change points
that have been processed.
Outline of the algorithm. We now illustrate how the

algorithm operates which basically involves how we update
the tree when a change point is inserted. We start with an
empty C-point tree T . Intervals arrive at the monitor in any
order which inserts the left and right endpoints into T . Let
x be a change point to be inserted into T . We set p[x] based
on whether node is a left or right endpoint. We defer setting
v[x] or m[x] until x has been inserted. We then insert x into
T .

After insertion, which may involve rebalancing T , we must
update v[y] and m[y] for each node y whose subtree was
modified during the insertion. Because we are working with
a balanced binary search tree, this is at most O(log I) nodes.
We update v[y] and m[y] for the affected nodes in a bottom
up fashion as follows.
v[y] = v[left y] + p[y] + v[right y]

m[node] = max



m[left y],

//max is in left subtree of y

v[left y] + p[y],

//max is at y

v[left y] + p[y] +m[right y],

//max is in right subtree of y

For the above formula, we do need to handle the special
case where y has no left child in which case m[y] is the max

of the second and third cases. After all nodes have been
updated, we check m[root] to determine if the global pred-
icate has been satisfied. For efficiency, if multiple change
points have the same timestamp, we maintain a single node
for that timestamp. Pseudocode for the algorithm with this
optimization is given in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for inserting a change point into a
C-point tree

Given a new change point from process j:
1: node x := create node(j, p clock, p[x]) //if x is left end-

point p[x] = +1, p[x] = −1 otherwise
2: If node x (with p clock) exists in the tree already then
3: Append j to process id of existing node,

Add p[x] value to existing p[x]
// v[x] and m[x] will be updated below

4: Else
5: insert node(x) // maintains balanced tree
6: X∗ = { y | the modification or insertion of node x caused

a change at node y or some descendant of node y }
// node x is in X∗

7: for each node y in X∗ in a bottom up fashion do
8: v[y] := v[l] + p[y] + v[r]

//l is y → left node, r is y → right node
//if l or r does not exist then v[l/r] = 0,m[l/r] = 0

9: m left := m[l]
10: m node := v[l] + p[y]
11: m right := v[l] + p[y] +m[r]
12: temp := max(m node,m right)
13: If l exists, then m[y] := max(m left, temp)
14: Else m[y] = temp

//m[y] must include one timestamp
15: end for
16: if m[root] = n then
17: max pred set := trace back(m[root])
18: end if

Illustration of Algorithm 3. We revisit the example
in Figure 2 to illustrate Algorithm 3. Without loss of gen-
erality, suppose the intervals are reported to the monitor in
the following order: [a, c), [b, f), [d, h), [e, g). After the first
interval is reported, two nodes are inserted into the tree,
(P2, 0,+1)) for change point a and (P2, 2,−1) for change
point c. The resulting tree with a and c inserted first is
shown in Figure 3 (a).

When [b, f) is reported to the monitor, it inserts two nodes
(P1, 1,+1) and (P1, 5,−1) corresponding to b and f and
updates attributes m and v of the nodes affected by the
insertion as shown in figure 3 (b). We mark affected nodes
by a star to identify nodes that need to recompute m and
v values. When [d, h) is reported to the monitor, since the
tree has an existing node (P2, 2,−1) with clock value 2,
the monitor updates the node (P2, 2,−1) to ((P2, P3), 2, 0)
(Lines 2 to 3); note the p value increases from −1 to 0. Then
the monitor creates and inserts node (P3, 6,−1) resulting
in the tree shown in Figure 3 (c). Finally, when [e, g) is
reported to the monitor, the insertion of node (P3, 4,+1) for
change point e will trigger m[root] to be 3 and the monitor
can report that the predicate was satisfied. The final tree
after change point g is processed, which results in existing
node (P3, 6,−1) changing to ((P2, P3), 6,−2), is shown in
Figure 3 (d).

We now prove that this algorithm is sound (if it concludes



Figure 3: An Illustrative Example for Algorithm 3

the WCP is true, then there exists an HLC timestamp t
such that all n local predicates are true at t) and complete (if
there exists an HLC timestamp t where all n local predicates
are true, then the algorithm will detect it)1.

Lemma 2. Let T be a C-point tree where for every node
x ∈ T , v[x] = sum of the p values of all nodes in T (x). Now
suppose we execute Algorithm 3 to create a new tree T ′ by
inserting a new node or modifying an existing node. Then
T ′ is also a C-point tree where for every node x ∈ T ′, v[x] =
sum of the p values of all nodes in T ′(x).

Proof. This clearly holds for all nodes not in X∗ since
those subtrees have not been modified. We now show it
holds for the nodes in X∗. We process the nodes in X∗ in
bottom up fashion, so when we process node y from X∗ and
execute line 8, we know that v[l] and v[r] are set correctly,
so setting v[y] = v[l] + p[y] + v[r] makes v[y] correct.

Theorem 2. Given a system of n processes and I re-
ported intervals, the running time to find a conjunctive pred-
icate using a C-point tree is O(I log I).

Proof. This follows from the fact that processing each
change point corresponds to inserting/modifying one entry
in a binary search tree and updating the affected v and m
values. By the properties of balanced binary search trees,
the cost of processing each change point is O(log I). Each
interval has two change points. Thus, the above lemma fol-
lows.

Advantages and disadvantages of the algorithm.
This algorithm has several advantages over the näıve algo-
rithm of the previous section. First, it can be used in an
online manner at runtime and is robust against messages ar-
riving out of order and with arbitrarily large delays as long
as the delays are finite. Whenever all the necessary intervals
have arrived to allow the detection of the global predicate,
this will be available at the root node. In fact, once the
intervals have been inserted, predicate detection just means

1In this claim, we assume that if there are events at times-
tamp t and t′, then we can create an arbitrary number
of events in between them with timestamp t′′ such that
t < t′′ < t′. For example, we can have local events with
timestamps (l = 2, c = 0) and (l = 3, c = 0) between events
b and f in Figure 2

checking if (m[root]) = n which requires O(1) time. The
main drawback with this algorithm is that I may be large;
in fact, I log I may be larger than In. Unfortunately, the
running time cannot be improved without making some ad-
ditional assumptions because we must sort the change points
when there is no guarantee about the ordering of intervals,
and sorting I elements requires at least Ω(I log I). We next
explore some possible improvements when we make some
additional assumptions.

6. RUNTIME DETECTION WITH MESSAG-
ING PROPERTIES

In this section, we return to the näıve algorithm from Sec-
tion 4 and show that we can perform runtime monitoring and
reduce worst case time complexity if we add some assump-
tions about message delivery to the monitor. We consider
two types of message delivery assumptions: (1) local order-
ing property and (2) bounded message delay. We first focus
on local ordering property and then show how to adapt this
algorithm to leverage bounded message delay.

6.1 Local Ordering Property
We first show that we can reduce the worst case time

complexity to O(I logn) and perform runtime monitoring if
we add the following local ordering property for messages:

Intervals reported by a process arrive in a FIFO
manner at the monitor.

For example, in Figure 2, we require that the interval [a, c)
is reported to the monitor before interval [e, g). However,
intervals of different processes may occur in any order. For
example interval [b, f) may be reported before or after in-
terval [d, h).

Outline of the algorithm. In the näıve algorithm, we
processed change points in order of timestamp using a näıve
method for identifying the unprocessed change point with
earliest timestamp. We improve the algorithm by using a
heap to more efficiently identify the change point with the
earliest timestamp. Specifically, we maintain a min-heap
of size exactly n, containing exactly one change point per
process, where we ensure that change points that are right
endpoints are considered to be smaller than change points
that are left endpoints if they have the same timestamp.
For each process, all other points are easily stored in sorted
order because of our assumption that the intervals arrive at
the monitor in order.

For both offline and online execution, we initialize the
overlap count to 0 and build an initial heap with n change
points, one per process. In online execution, if we do not
have one change point per process, we wait until this is the
case. For both offline and online execution, whenever we
have n change points, we extract the point with minimum
timestamp from the heap and update the current overlap
count by +1 or -1 depending on the p value of the extracted
point. If the overlap count reaches n, we report the WCP is
satisfied. Otherwise, we insert the next change point from
the same process in the heap. For online execution, if no next
change point is available, we wait until the next interval from
that process arrives. For offline execution where we have all
the points, we continue until all points are consumed. The
details of the online algorithm are as shown in Algorithm 4.

Illustration of Algorithm 4. Once again, we re-
visit Figure 2. For sake of discussion, the intervals arrive at



Algorithm 4 Online min-heap algorithm based on local
ordering property.

1: H := min-heap containing first endpoint of each process
2: overlap count := 0
3: loop
4: p := ExtractMin(H)
5: overlap count := overlap count+ p.val
6: if overlap count = number of processes then
7: Report conjunctive predicate detected
8: end if
9: Insert(H, next endpoint from p.process id)

10: // wait if next endpoint is not available yet.
11: end loop

Figure 4: An Illustrative Example for Algorithm 4

the monitor in the following order: [a, c), [b, f), [e, g), [d, h).
First we fill in the heap of size n = 3 by inserting change
points a, b and d. Once the heap is full, which does not
occur until [d, h) arrives, we begin extracting the minimum
from the heap. In this case, we extract a and add a.val to
overlap count. Then, we insert c into the heap as a was
extracted and a was from process 2. We repeat this process
until we detect the conjunctive predicate is satisfied when
change point e is processed as shown in Figure 4. Note that
change point c is processed before d because c is a right
endpoint. Further note that when running online, once we
process the next change point f , the monitor would wait
until process P1 delivers another interval to the monitor.

Proof of correctness and complexity (sketch). Ob-
serve that Algorithm 4 essentially behaves in the same fash-
ion as the Algorithm 2 except for the use of the heap. It
considers the lowest unprocessed event and processes it to
calculate the overlap count. Hence, the correctness of the
algorithm follows from the correctness of Algorithm 2, our
assumption that the intervals arrive to the monitor in order,
and that we only extract the minimum from the heap when
we have n points in the heap.

Regarding complexity, observe that the size of the heap
is always at most n. To process each change point, we take
O(1) time to find the minimum, O(logn) time to remove
this minimum from the heap and O(logn) to insert the next
change point. Hence, the complexity to process one change
point is O(logn). Since the number of change points is 2I,
the overall complexity is O(I logn).

Advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm.
This algorithm has two key advantages: it has O(I logn)
worst case complexity so it is efficient

”
and it can be used

both offline and online. It has the disadvantage that it re-
quires intervals from each process to arrive in FIFO order at
the monitor. The online version has the disadvantage that
if some process takes a long time to report an interval, the
monitor must buffer change points reported by other pro-
cesses. Such a delay may occur because the local event at
that process is false or because of message delays.

6.2 Bounded Message Delay
In the previous subsection, we assumed that messages

from each process were delivered to the monitor in FIFO or-
der. An alternative assumption is to assume that messages
are delivered with bounded delay. Specifically, we introduce
the following bounded message delay property.

At time t, the monitor has received any message
that was sent by time t−∆.

Observe that the larger ∆ is, the weaker delivery guarantee
property is. Specifically, if there is no assumption on the
maximum delay for any message sent to the monitor, then
∆ =∞.

Outline of the algorithm. We now show how to adapt
the previous algorithm that receives intervals in FIFO order
to work given the bounded delay assumption. Recall that
Algorithm 4 maintains the unprocessed change points for
each process in a sorted list and that newly arrived change
points are just appended to the end of the appropriate list.
We must modify the management of this list given that
change points may not arrive in order. We do so as follows.

At any point in time t, the monitor maintains a latest
timestamp value max(t). This is initially set to 0. We main-
tain the invariant that all change points with timestamps at
most max(t) −∆ have been placed into the sorted lists for
their respective processes (and perhaps subsequently entered
into the min-heap where points are actually processed). The
remaining change points are stored in a single min-heap of
unplaced change points where the heap order is still based
on timestamp.

When the monitor receives a new message, it checks to
see if the message results in an update to max(t). If so,
it updates max(t), adds the two new change points to its
min-heap of unplaced change points, and then extracts the
minimum timestamp change point x if that change point has
timestamp t(x) ≤ max(t) − ∆ placing x into its process’s
sorted list of points. This extraction continues until the
minimum timestamp change point x has timestamp t(x) >
max(t)−∆.

The correctness of this algorithm follows from the assump-
tion that messages are delivered with at most ∆ delay and
messages are sent at least every δ time units. Specifically,
consider a change point x from process j with timestamp
t(x) ≤ max(t) − ∆. Any interval from j that ends before
t(x) must have been sent before t(x) and thus would be
received by time max(t) given the bounded message delay
assumption. Thus, we are sure that change point x is cor-
rectly sorted in the list of change points of process j; we do
require that right endpoints are placed before left endpoints
if they have the same timestamp.

The running time for this algorithm is identical to that
of Algorithm 4 except for the min-heap required to process
unplaced change points. We observe this min-heap for un-
placed points must have bounded size as follows. The times-
tamp of every change point on a given process is unique.
Also, in HLC [10], the timestamp is of the form 〈l, c〉, where



l captures the most recent physical time that the change
point was aware of and c is a bounded counter. In [10], it
has been shown that the theoretical maximum value of c is
O(n). (In practice, this value remains less than 5.) Hence,
the number of change points reported by a process in ∆ time
units is O(∆n). And, the total change points reported by
all processes in ∆ time units is O(∆n2). Thus, the min-heap
for unplaced change points has size at most O(∆n2) and so
the maximum time for any insertion or deletion is at most
O(log ∆n) giving a total additive cost of O(I log ∆n).

Frequent Updates We do observe that the monitor can
still stall if some process j takes a long time to send its next
message which means the monitor will be stuck waiting to
receive a message from j and the min-heap for processing
minimum change points cannot advance. Clearly, if this
algorithm is intended to be used in an online setting where
the monitor should detect satisfaction of the given predicate
in a timely manner, we must ensure that the messages not
only reach the monitor in a timely manner but that each
process must provide frequent updates. Specifically, we must
ensure that each process j sends at least one message to
the monitor within each closed interval of length ∆. For
example, if the predicate value does not change for a long
time resulting in a long interval, we require the process to
split the interval and send a message within ∆ of its last sent
message. Without this second condition, even with bounded
message delay, the monitor cannot be certain that it has up
to date information on process j and cannot detect predicate
satisfaction in a timely manner.

Advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm.
This algorithm has two advantages: it has O(I log ∆n) worst
case complexity so it is efficient, and it can be used both
offline and online. It has the disadvantage that it requires
intervals from each process to arrive at the monitor with
bounded delay. The online version has the disadvantage
that if some process takes a long time to report an interval,
the monitor must buffer change points reported by other
processes. Such a delay may occur because the local event
at that process is false or because of message delays. This
can be overcome if processes send frequent updates.

7. ARITHMETIC PREDICATE DETECTION
In this section, we show how the algorithms developed in

Sections 4-6 can be adapted for arithmetic predicates. For
arithmetic predicates, we assume that each process j has a
variable xj and we wish to test some inequality f(x1, . . . , xn) ≥
C. The algorithms we present in this section can handle
any standard arithmetic function f such as summation, av-
erage, polynomial computation, etc. For illustration pur-
poses, we focus our discussion on arithmetic predicates of
the type (

∑n
j=1 cj .xj) ≥ C, where xj is an integer variable

of process j, cj and C are constants. Detection of such
predicates is essential in several real-time distributed sys-
tems. For example, suppose we have a distributed system
of m sensors where we would like to detect if the overall
pressure sensed by the sensors in the system exceeds K.
The predicate we want to detect is (

∑m
j=1 cj .xj) ≥ K, i.e.

c1.x1 + c2.x2 + c3.x3 + ...+ cm.xm ≥ K, where xj is pressure
sensed by sensor j and cj is the sensitivity factor of sensor
j. These predicates can also be used for tracking constraints
like resource usage, geographic distribution of robots, etc.
Key Characteristic of Arithmetic Predicates. Con-

junctive predicates map obviously into intervals where the
predicate is true. However, the same is not true with arith-

Figure 5: Arithmetic Predicate Detection: False Positive
Scenario

metic predicates. For example, the value of xj could change
from 2 to 3, then back to 1 and so on. Also, the algorithms
in Sections 4-6 rely on reporting of intervals in their entirety
(with suitable approach for breaking long intervals). This
aspect needs to be changed for arithmetic predicates since a
process can report individual changes (either every time or
in a batch) to the monitor.

We consider two alternatives for reporting change points
for arithmetic predicates. The first is to report a single
change point at a time where we report the incval by which
the variable has changed. For example, if the variable in-
creases from 4 to 7 and then to 6, the process reports the
change to 7 as an incval of 3 with its corresponding times-
tamp, and then the process reports the change to 6 as an
incval = −1 with its corresponding timestamp. The second
alternative is to impose an interval structure on the change
points by having the process report consecutive change points
in overlapping pairs. Given the same example where the
variable changes from 4 to 7 and then to 6, the process re-
ports the pair of values (4, 7) and their corresponding times-
tamps when it processes the change to 7. It then reports the
pair of values (7, 6) and the corresponding timestamps when
in processes the change to 6. If xj is intended to have a non-
zero value in the initial state, the process reports this initial
value with a timestamp of 0 to the monitor. As with inter-
val reporting for conjunctive predicates, if the variable value
is unchanged for long periods of time, we may wish to have
the processes report the unchanging variable value using the
interval reporting structure. We use this structure even in
the case where processes typically report a single change
point so that the meaning of this message is unambiguous.
We further note that this second reporting structure comes
with minimal cost as we simply have the process add a re-
port for the previous change point when reporting the new
change point.

7.1 Offline Arithmetic Predicate Detection
We first observe that in the offline setting where all change

points are available up front, we can run any of our other al-
gorithms with at worst anO(I log I) additive term by sorting
the change points in order of timestamp and then executing
the algorithms. This applies regardless of reporting mecha-
nism. If we assume the points from each process are reported
in order, then the algorithms can be applied with no addi-
tional O(I log I) cost. The only subtle point we must watch
out for is if multiple change points have the same timestamp.
In the case of conjunctive predicates, we handled this by en-
suring we processed right endpoints before processing left
endpoints when multiple points had the same timestamp.
In this case with arithmetic predicates, we must process all



the change points for a given timestamp before we can assert
the predicate is true at that timestamp.

7.2 Online Arithmetic Predicate Detection
We next observe that in the online scenario, the reporting

mechanism is very important.

Lemma 3. If a process reports only single change points
to the monitor and we make no assumptions about message
order or message delay, then any online algorithm is either
not sound or not complete.

Proof. Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 5, and
suppose that we want to detect the predicate x1 +x2 +x3 ≥
10 and all the variables have the value 0 initially. Note that
the variables never sum to 10, so the predicate is never sat-
isfied. Suppose that all the change points except point f are
reported to the monitor. Given the information on hand,
the monitor might conclude that the predicate is satisfied
at timestamp 4 as the information it has implies x1 = 5
at time 4. To avoid reporting a false positive and maintain
soundness, the online monitor cannot report this predicate
being satisfied. However, we can create an almost identical
scenario that differs only in that change point f never oc-
curs. In this second scenario, the predicate is satisfied at
timestamp 4. To avoid not reporting a true positive and
maintain completeness, the online monitor must eventually
report this predicate being satisfied at timestamp 4. With-
out any assumptions on message order or message delay, the
online monitor can never be sure which scenario is the true
scenario and the result follows.

Given Lemma 3, we must either assume the second report-
ing mechanism or make some additional assumption about
message order or message delivery. We consider both op-
tions below.

Local Ordering Property. If we assume that each
process delivers messages in order to the monitor as in Sec-
tion 6.1, then we can use either reporting mechanism if we
employ Algorithm 4 from Section 6.1. The key observation
is that when we process a change point, we know that it is
the change point with the minimum timestamp among all
processes. As was the case in Section 6.1, the online monitor
may stall and require large buffers if some processes are slow
to deliver messages. Also, as noted above, we cannot report
predicate satisfaction at timestamp t until all change points
with timestamp t have been processed.

Bounded Message Delay Property. If we assume
that each process delivers messages with bounded delay to
the monitor as in Section 6.2, then we can use either report-
ing mechanism if we employ the modified algorithm from
Section 6.2. To ensure timely predicate detection, we do
need to further assume frequent updates from the processes.

Change Points Delivered in Pairs. If we assume
instead that change points are delivered in pairs to the online
monitor, we can again use Algorithm 4 from Section 6.1
with only a slight modification without assuming anything
about message order or message delay. This is similar to the
modification we made in Section 6.2.

Recall that Algorithm 4 maintains the unprocessed change
points for each process in a sorted list and that newly ar-
rived change points are just appended to the end of the
appropriate list. We must modify the management of this
list given that change points may not arrive in order. We do
so as follows. For each process j, the online monitor stores

j’s unprocessed messages and it maintains j’s current maxi-
mum validated timestamp val(j). The idea behind val(j) is
that val(j) is the largest timestamp such that the monitor
knows the exact value of xj for all timestamps in the inter-
val [0, val(j)). We maintain the invariant that all of process
j’s change points with timestamp up to val(j) are placed
into process j’s sorted list of change points (and perhaps
subsequently entered into the min-heap). Initially val(j) is
undefined and we have each process send out a special mes-
sage with timestamp 0 and the initial value of xj .

When the monitor receives a new message from process j,
it checks to see if the first change point in the message has
timestamp identical to val(j) or if it is the special initializa-
tion message. If so, then it can update val(j) and add the
corresponding change point into j’s sorted queue. It then re-
peatedly checks its already received messages to determine
if the next message in order has already been received, in
which case it updates val(j) and adds the next change point
into j’s sorted queue until this cannot continue. Otherwise,
the message is added to the unprocessed messages for j.

The rest of Algorithm 4 is unchanged. The extra time
required for processing is the management of the unsorted
messages. We can maintain this list using a min-heap which
would require at most O(log I) time for each insertion and
deletion adding, in the worst case, an O(I log I) complexity
term to the running time of the algorithm. This assumes a
worst case where each process’s min-heap is large. In prac-
tice, this seems unlikely and the algorithm will likely run
more quickly.

8. COMPARISON OF HLC AND VC FOR
PREDICATE DETECTION

In this section, we compare VC based predicate detection
and HLC based predicate detection to identify when HLC
based predicate detection will be most applicable.

Since VC based algorithm (e.g., [7]) uses vector clocks
messages sent by the algorithm have O(n) size. By con-
trast, HLC based approach considered in this paper have
messages whose size is O(1). This is the key advantage of
HLC based detection especially if we intend to utilize it in
a large system, say with hundreds of processes.

In [7], if the predicate is true in an interval but a message
is sent during that interval then that interval needs to be
split into two. In other words, it needs to be reported as
two different messages. By contrast, in HLC based detec-
tion, the interval needs to be reported only once. However,
because HLC based detection needs to split long intervals,
it will send more messages to the monitor if the underlying
system does not send any messages. By contrast, in [7], the
message to the monitor needs to be sent when the predicate
becomes true. Subsequently as long as there are no mes-
sages in the underlying system, no messages need to be sent
to the monitor. Given these two issues, we can expect that
the number of messages m sent by the underlying system
(when the local predicate at the sender was true) would be
roughly equal to the number of intervals (I) reported by the
HLC algorithm.

We compare the complexity of our algorithm with that
of [7] under the assumption thatm ≈ I. Number of messages
sent to the monitor is O(m) in [7] whereas the number of
messages sent to the monitor is O(I) with HLC. However,
the message size in O(n) in [7]. By contrast, the message
size is O(1) with HLC. The total work performed by the
monitor in [7] is Θ(mn). By contrast, the complexity of



HLC based detection is O(I log I) and can be reduced to
O(I logn) under suitable assumptions.

A related question is whether we could have used the stan-
dard logical clocks (LCs) [11] to achieve the same results in
this paper. While the algorithms in the paper could be used
with LCs and there is no change in the complexity or correct-
ness, using LCs will have overwhelming false-negative ratio
as LC will miss almost all occurrences of consistent states.
In particular, because LC does not incorporate physical time
and makes no synchronization assumption, LC monitoring
is not 2ε-sensitive and may fail to identify a global predicate
that is true for an extremely long period of time.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focused on the problem of detecting

predicates in a partially synchronous system. In these sys-
tems, applications often rely on assumptions provided by
the underlying system to perform their computation. When
these assumptions do not match with the actual guarantees
provided by the system, there is a potential for false posi-
tives (finding non-existent bugs) and false negatives (missing
bugs). In these systems, (hybrid) vector clocks (HVCs) and
(hybrid) logical clocks (HLCs) provide solutions at the two
extremes: The former ensures no false negatives but permits
false positives whereas the latter ensures no false positives
but permits false negatives. In the case of HLC, this false
negative rate is low when we are working with predicates
that are stable for a duration and the rate of false negatives
decrease as the duration increases.

We presented several algorithms for detecting predicates
in a distributed system. Of these, the algorithm in Section
5 makes the least assumptions and provides a complexity
of O(I log I). It allows communication with the monitor to
be non-FIFO and have an arbitrary delay. The algorithm
in Section 6.1 reduces the complexity to O(I logn) under
the assumption that the monitor receives the messages in a
FIFO manner. The algorithm in Section 6.2 obtains a com-
plexity of O(I log ∆n) where ∆ captures the window within
which messages sent to the monitor are received. We also ex-
tended these algorithms for detecting arithmetic predicates,
which provide a general purpose framework for detecting
predicates associated with resource usage in a distributed
system, geographic distribution of robots in a field, etc.
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